With the advance of the World-Wide Web (WWW) technology, people can easily share content on the Web, including geospatial data and web services. Thus, the "big geospatial data management" issues start attracting attention. Among the big geospatial data issues, this research focuses on discovering distributed geospatial resources. As resources are scattered on the WWW, users cannot find resources of their interests efficiently. While the WWW has Web search engines addressing web resource discovery issues, we envision that the geospatial Web (i.e
Introduction

Big Geospatial Data
Geospatial data are used to help decision making, design, and statistic in various fields, such as administration, financial analyses, and scientific researches [1] [2] [3] [4] . With the advance of the World-Wide Web (WWW), the Web 2.0 represents a concept that allows everyone to easily set up websites or post content on the Web [5] . Users can share their data or services on different Web 2.0 platforms, such as Facebook, Wikipedia, and YouTube. Among all the resources (including data and services) available online, the resources that contain geospatial information constitute the "GeoWeb" [6] . The main objective of the GeoWeb is to provide access to geospatial data or services through the worldwide coverage of the WWW. For example, one of the most famous GeoWeb resources is the web mapping service, such as Google Maps [7] . According to [6] , GeoWeb is based on a framework of open standards and standards-based technologies, such as geospatial services and Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) [8] . Users can then connect to these resources to retrieve geospatial data/information for further analyses.
While more and more data on the Web are generated faster than at any time in the past, the concept of "big data" starts attracting attentions. Laney [9] presented the 3V characteristics of the big data, which are volume, velocity, and variety. Specifically, data on the Web are generated in high rate (velocity), require large storages (volume), and have various types (variety), such as text, image, and video. Data in the GeoWeb also fit into the 3V characteristic of big data [10] . For instance, the satellite images would cause the storage issue since each image size may be up to several gigabytes. For the velocity, due to the advance of sensor and communication technology, the number of sensors is rapidly increasing, and sensors are generating observations at high frequency. In addition, the sensor observations in GeoWeb [11] are produced by a large number of sensor nodes that monitor various kinds of phenomenon, such as temperature, humidity, and air pressure, and have a large variety regarding data formats, web protocols, and semantic frameworks.
Problems in Geospatial Resources Discovery
While the big data provide opportunities to discover phenomena that were previously undiscoverable, various big data management issues should be addressed [10] . Among the issues, this study mainly focuses on addressing the issue of GeoWeb resource discovery. Currently, if scientists want to search geospatial data on the WWW, they usually start with finding a data portal or an SDI. The data portals are the web sites/services that data providers host, such as the NASA's data portal (https://data.nasa.gov/) and National Climatic Data Center (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). SDIs are mainly the catalog and registry services provide entries of data services. While providers can manage services on their own, users can find the service entries from SDIs and access the services directly. The INSPIRE (http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/), Data.gov (http://www.data.gov/), and GEOSS (http://www.geoportal.org/web/guest/geo_home_stp) are examples of SDIs.
However, a critical issue of the existing approaches is that a user may not know where to find the data portals or SDIs that provide the data or services the user needs. Besides, while data in portals are hosted by different organizations and data in SDIs are registered by different providers, no single data portal or SDI can provide complete data index on the GeoWeb. In addition, the heterogeneity problem exists in user interfaces and data between each portal or SDI. Users need to spend more time on learning the procedures to access data and understanding the data. In terms of SDI, the complex registry and lack of incentive would reduce the willingness for providers to register their data. In general, these problems (the details will be further discussed in Section 2.1) would cause GeoWeb resources discovery inefficient.
Furthermore, resources outside geospatial data portals/SDIs are important as well. Based on [12] , the GeoWeb resources can be modeled as a long tail ( Figure 1 ). While most geospatial data portals and SDIs are managed by a small number of government or research institutes, these portals and SDIs provide a substantial amount of geospatial data. These data are called as the "head" in the long tail and usually accessible to users. On the other hand, there are small data portals and GeoWeb resources hosted by a large number of individual scientists or small institutes, which comprise the "tail". According to the long tail theory [13] , the amount of data in the tail equals to the amount in the head. However, the resources in the tail are not indexed by the data portals or SDIs in the head, and usually are undiscoverable to most users. Besides, one of the important features of GIS (Geographic Information System) is overlaying interdisciplinary layers and discovering the relations between them. Especially for data scientists, they may not always know where to find the geospatial data they need [14] . In this case, it is important to have a repository to organize various types of geospatial data. Therefore, in order to provide users a complete index of GeoWeb and a one-stop entry to find every GeoWeb resource, we need a solution that can automatically discover every geospatial resource shared online.
In order to make a comprehensive discovery on the WWW, one of the most effective solutions is the web search engine, such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo!. These search engines apply the web crawler approach to find every web pages by traversing through every hyperlink [15, 16] . However, search for geospatial resources is not easy since most of the search engines are designed to search plain-text web pages. Users still need to identify geospatial resources from web pages by themselves. In addition, GeoWeb has various resource types, such as Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web services, geospatial data like GeoTiff, GeoJSON, and Shapefile, and catalogue services. There is no general solution to identify every type of resource. Based on these reasons, GeoWeb needs a specific search engine with an extensible crawling mechanism to identify different types of GeoWeb resource. In order to make a comprehensive discovery on the WWW, one of the most effective solutions is the web search engine, such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo!. These search engines apply the web crawler approach to find every web pages by traversing through every hyperlink [15, 16] . However, search for geospatial resources is not easy since most of the search engines are designed to search plain-text web pages. Users still need to identify geospatial resources from web pages by themselves. In addition, GeoWeb has various resource types, such as Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web services, geospatial data like GeoTiff, GeoJSON, and Shapefile, and catalogue services. There is no general solution to identify every type of resource. Based on these reasons, GeoWeb needs a specific search engine with an extensible crawling mechanism to identify different types of GeoWeb resource.
In addition, following open standards is the key to easily identify GeoWeb resources. Since open standards regulate the client-server communication protocols and data models/formats, GeoWeb resources can be interoperable as long as client and server follow open standards, such as standards in OGC and International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Otherwise, in terms of the resources that are published following proprietary protocols. Although these proprietary resources could also be identified, there is an additional cost to customize specific connectors.
Research Objective
For building a GeoWeb search engine, the first step is to collect a comprehensive index of GeoWeb resources. Hence, the main focus of this study is to identify and index every geospatial resource on the WWW. To be specific, we propose a large-scale GeoWeb crawling framework, the GeoWeb Crawler, to proactively discover GeoWeb resources. Although web crawlers have been wildly used in web search engines to discover web pages, the GeoWeb Crawler needs to be extensible to identify various types of geospatial resources. Therefore, one of the keys in this study is to define the identification rules for different GeoWeb resource types and apply these rules in a crawling framework. In this case, the GeoWeb Crawler can be easily extended to find other resource types. In addition, as web crawling is a time-consuming process, in order to discover geospatial resources efficiently, we applied the distributed computing concept [17] in the GeoWeb Crawler to execute the crawling process in parallel. Overall, this research proposed an extensible and scalable GeoWeb crawling framework that has the potential to proactively identify every geospatial resource shared on the Web. We believe that the GeoWeb Crawler could be the foundation for a GeoWeb search engine.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses existing approaches for GeoWeb resources discovery. Section 3 defines the GeoWeb resources distribution and research scope. In Section 4, we present the details of the GeoWeb Crawler, including extracting Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) from plain-text web pages, identification of different types of resource, distributed computing workflow, and filtering of redundant URLs. Section 5 explains the crawling In addition, following open standards is the key to easily identify GeoWeb resources. Since open standards regulate the client-server communication protocols and data models/formats, GeoWeb resources can be interoperable as long as client and server follow open standards, such as standards in OGC and International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Otherwise, in terms of the resources that are published following proprietary protocols. Although these proprietary resources could also be identified, there is an additional cost to customize specific connectors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses existing approaches for GeoWeb resources discovery. Section 3 defines the GeoWeb resources distribution and research scope. In Section 4, we present the details of the GeoWeb Crawler, including extracting Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) from plain-text web pages, identification of different types of resource, distributed computing workflow, and filtering of redundant URLs. Section 5 explains the crawling results and evaluations from different perspectives. In Section 6, we demonstrate the prototype of a GeoWeb search engine, called GeoHub, based on the resources discovered by the GeoWeb Crawler. Finally, the conclusions and future work of this study are presented in Section 7.
Related Work
Existing Approaches for GeoWeb Resource Discovery
As aforementioned, we categorize the existing approaches for finding GeoWeb resources into the data portal/service and catalog approaches. These two approaches can be further separated into open-standard solutions and non-open-standard solutions, as shown in Table 1 In terms of data portals and web services, one of the most critical problems is that users may not know every data portal and web service that contain the resources they need. For example, if a user wants to collect satellite images for land cover change research, to retrieve all the satellite images in the area of interest, the user needs to know every data portal and service that provide satellite images. Similarly, for the catalog approaches, users cannot make sure that they have looked for the data they want from every catalog service as no user knows every catalog service. Another critical problem of the catalog approach is that data providers usually have no incentive to spend time and effort to register their data or services to one or more catalog services. As a result, there is no single catalog service that can provide complete GeoWeb index.
Besides the problems mentioned above, for the data portals/services and catalogs that do not follow open standards, there are also some heterogeneity problems. For example, the user interfaces and procedures between each portal/service or catalog are largely different, as shown in Figure 2 . Users need to learn the procedures to access data from different portals. Heterogeneities also exist in data models and communication protocols. Data provided by non-open-standard portals/services and catalogs use proprietary data models and protocols. Users need to spend more time and effort to customize connectors to retrieve and understand the data.
In general, these problems of existing GeoWeb resource discovery approaches make geospatial data discovery inefficient and limit the growth of the GeoWeb. To address this issue, this study learns from the WWW resource discovery solutions as WWW also has wildly-distributed resources. To be specific, we aim at building a GeoWeb search engine to provide users a one-stop service to discover geospatial data while avoiding the requirement of asking data providers to register resources. However, to achieve this GeoWeb search engine vision, one of the first steps is to collect a complete index of GeoWeb. As general web search engines apply web crawlers to collect indexes of web pages, a GeoWeb search engine also requires a GeoWeb resource crawler. Hence, we review the existing GeoWeb resource crawler solutions in the next sub-section. 
Existing GeoWeb Resource Crawler Solutions
Early web crawlers can be traced back to 1993, including the World Wide Web Wanderer, Jump Station, World Wide Web Worm, and Repository-Based Software Engineering (RBSE) spider that were proposed to collect information and statistics about the Web [18] . Nowadays, one of the main applications of web crawlers is exploring web pages and indexing those pages automatically for web search engines, such as Google and Yahoo! A web crawler uses a list of URLs as seeds to initiate the crawling process. The crawler connects to every seed (i.e., web page), identifies all the hyperlinks in these seeds, and then links to other web pages via those hyperlinks. This process iterates until the crawler crawls all linked web pages on the WWW. With this web crawling approach, web search engines can provide a complete index of web pages to users.
Our research is based on the same web crawling concept, and aims at developing a GeoWeb resource crawler to discover geospatial resources on the Web, such as the OGC web service (OWSs), Keyhole Markup Language (KML) files, and Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc (ESRI) Shapefiles. According to [19] , the first proposed OWS crawler was the Spatial Information Search Engine (SISE) developed by [20] . The NSF-funded PolarHub project (http://polar.geodacenter.org/polarhub2/) also developed an OWS crawler and focused on semantic analysis [21] . Bone et al. [22] built the Geospatial Search Engine (GSE) (http://www.wwetac.us/GSE/GSE.aspx) that provides the OGC Web Map Service (WMS), ArcIMS, ArcGIS Server, and Shapefile. Bone et al. also discussed the functionalities of the search engine such as searching and ranking. Other works include [23] that created a WMS crawler to enhance the US Navy's geospatial information database, [24] that designed a module to finding OGC Web Feature Service (WFS), Web Coverage Service (WCS) and CSW, [25] that focused on efficient crawling for WMS, [26] that developed an OGC-focused crawler and emphasized the statistics of OWS, [27] that crawled for WFS and focused on retrieving semantic annotations of data source by ontology, and [28] that built a specialized search engine to discover ESRI Shapefiles.
These existing works developed GeoWeb crawlers for geospatial resources discovery and had different focuses, such as the crawling efficiency, developing GeoWeb search engine, semantic 
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These existing works developed GeoWeb crawlers for geospatial resources discovery and had different focuses, such as the crawling efficiency, developing GeoWeb search engine, semantic analysis, etc. While each of these existing GeoWeb resource crawling approaches mainly focused on a subset of GeoWeb resources, there is still a large portion of GeoWeb resource has not been crawled, such as KML or non-open-standard resources. Therefore, in this study, we try to develop an extensible and scalable crawling framework to find various types of GeoWeb resources. To further explain and define the scope of this study, the next section introduces the GeoWeb resource distribution on the WWW.
GeoWeb Resource Distribution and Research Scope
To have a more clear definition of our search targets, we classify the WWW into four parts: (1) geospatial web service on the Surface Web; (2) geospatial data on the Surface Web; (3) geospatial web service on the Deep Web; and (4) geospatial data on the Deep Web. The concept is shown in Figure 3 . Li [21] defines the "Surface Web" and the "Deep Web" on the WWW. The Surface Web means the Web that users can access through hyperlinks and is visible to general web crawlers. However, some resources are hidden on the WWW, whose addresses cannot be accessed through the Surface Web via hyperlinks. These resources are called in the Deep Web, such as datasets in web services or data portals/SDIs. In order to find resources in the Deep Web, we need to traverse through the services on the Surface Web by following their specific communication protocols. analysis, etc. While each of these existing GeoWeb resource crawling approaches mainly focused on a subset of GeoWeb resources, there is still a large portion of GeoWeb resource has not been crawled, such as KML or non-open-standard resources. Therefore, in this study, we try to develop an extensible and scalable crawling framework to find various types of GeoWeb resources. To further explain and define the scope of this study, the next section introduces the GeoWeb resource distribution on the WWW.
To have a more clear definition of our search targets, we classify the WWW into four parts: (1) geospatial web service on the Surface Web; (2) geospatial data on the Surface Web; (3) geospatial web service on the Deep Web; and (4) geospatial data on the Deep Web. The concept is shown in Figure  3 . Li [21] defines the "Surface Web" and the "Deep Web" on the WWW. The Surface Web means the Web that users can access through hyperlinks and is visible to general web crawlers. However, some resources are hidden on the WWW, whose addresses cannot be accessed through the Surface Web via hyperlinks. These resources are called in the Deep Web, such as datasets in web services or data portals/SDIs. In order to find resources in the Deep Web, we need to traverse through the services on the Surface Web by following their specific communication protocols. As aforementioned, to identify and access geospatial resources on the WWW, open standards are necessary since they regulate the communications between clients and servers. If providers share resources without following any open standard, there will be an interoperability problem that users cannot identify or access these resources in a general way. Therefore, with open standards, we can design different identification mechanisms to find resources following these standards, and further parse and index the resources.
While there are some open geospatial web service standards such as the OSGeo TMS, OGC WMS, WFS, and WCS, there are standards for data formats such as the ESRI Shapefile, TIFF/GeoTIFF, GeoJSON, OGC Geography Markup Language (GML) and KML. On the other hand, as aforementioned, geospatial resources may be indexed in catalog services, such as OGC CSW that follow the open standard or SDIs that use proprietary communication protocols.
As web crawlers could discover geospatial resources with identification mechanisms designed accordingly to standards, for the resources that do not follow standards, they could also be discovered but with extra cost to develop customized connectors. While there various types of geospatial resources, a GeoWeb crawling framework should be extensible to identify different As aforementioned, to identify and access geospatial resources on the WWW, open standards are necessary since they regulate the communications between clients and servers. If providers share resources without following any open standard, there will be an interoperability problem that users cannot identify or access these resources in a general way. Therefore, with open standards, we can design different identification mechanisms to find resources following these standards, and further parse and index the resources.
As web crawlers could discover geospatial resources with identification mechanisms designed accordingly to standards, for the resources that do not follow standards, they could also be discovered but with extra cost to develop customized connectors. While there various types of geospatial resources, a GeoWeb crawling framework should be extensible to identify different resource types. To prove the concept, the searching targets in this study are shown in Table 2 . For the data portals and services following open standards, we focused on the OGC WMS, WFS, WCS, Web Map Tile Service (WMTS), Web Processing Service (WPS), and Sensor Observation Service (SOS). These OWS provide maps (e.g., satellite imagery), vector data (e.g., country boundaries), raster data (e.g., digital elevation model), map tiles (e.g., image tiles of an aerial photo), geospatial processing (e.g., buffering process), and sensor observations (e.g., time series of temperature data), respectively. Users need to use specific operations defined in each OWS to retrieve geospatial data from services. While in terms of non-open-standard resources, we select the National Space Organization (NSPO) Archive Image Query System as the target, which provides search functionalities for FORMOSAT-2 satellite images. For catalogs, the OGC CSW and the US data.gov are our open-standard and non-open-standard targets, respectively. In addition, this research also targets at geospatial data formats, including KML files and ESRI Shapefiles. KML is an OGC standard as well, which is a file format for storing geographic features such as points, polylines, and polygons and their presentation styles. KMZ is the compressed KML file that is also one of our search targets. ESRI Shapefile is a popular geospatial vector data format. Although this paper did not target every possible GeoWeb resource types, the proposed solution still provides a larger variety of resources than what any single existing solution provides. 
Methodology
In this section, we present the proposed web crawling framework, GeoWeb Crawler, for discovering geospatial resources on the Web. In general, we considered four challenges in the GeoWeb Crawler. Firstly, as geospatial resources may not be able to directly access with hyperlinks, resources are sometimes presented in the plain-text format on web pages. To discover these plain-text URLs, we use regular expression string matching to find potential URLs instead of only following the HTML links. Secondly, as geospatial resources are in various types, to identify targeted geospatial resources, specific identification mechanisms for each resource type should be designed. Thirdly, crawling resources on the Web is a time-consuming process. In order to improve the efficiency of web crawling, the proposed framework is designed to be scalable with the distributed computing concept. Finally, while the web crawling process traverses through every URL on web pages, identical URLs could be found on different web pages. In this research, we apply the Bloom filter [29] to filter out the redundant URLs. In the following sub-sections, we first introduce the overall workflow of the GeoWeb Crawler, and then present the solutions for the four challenges.
Workflow
As mentioned earlier, to initiate a web crawler, crawling seeds are required. However, instead of selecting seeds manually and subjectively, we utilize the power of general web search engines. In this research, we use the Google search engine. As Google has already indexed the web pages in the Surface Web, we can directly retrieve relevant web pages by sending designed keywords to the web search engines. In addition, as the Google search engine ranks search results based on the relevance to the request keyword [30] , Google could provide us a list of candidate URLs that have a high possibility of containing the target geospatial resources. Therefore, by utilizing the indexing and ranking mechanisms of Google search engine, we could find geospatial resources with fewer crawling requests.
As our goal is to discover geospatial resources that follow OGC service standards or specific data formats, we can design different search keywords, such as "OGC SOS", "web map service", "WFS", and "KML download", to enrich our crawling seeds. In addition, by utilizing the power of existing web search engine, the GeoWeb Crawler can easily extend its search resource targets by simply defining the identification mechanisms and search keywords. In this study, for each keyword search, we used the URLs in the top 10 Google search pages as our crawling seeds. Figure 4 is the high-level architecture of the GeoWeb Crawler. After retrieving the crawling seeds, the GeoWeb Crawler first sends HTTP GET requests to download HTML documents from the seed web pages. While many hyperlinks are presented in the HTML anchor elements <a>, the crawler extracts the URLs from the attribute "href" in the anchor elements. Then the crawler filters the URLs through some simple constraints, for instance, remove the URLs that end with ".doc", ".pdf", ".ppt", etc. However, URLs may be presented as plain texts on web pages. In order to discover these URLs, we use regular expression string matching (discussed in Section 4.2). Finally, all the valid URLs will be identified if they belong to targeted catalog services, which is the OGC CSW in this research. If true, the crawler will link to the catalog services to find geospatial resources and save the resources into the database. Otherwise, the crawler will examine if URLs belong to targeted geospatial resources according to the identification mechanisms (discussed in Section 4.3). For those URLs that do not belong to any geospatial resource, we will link to the URLs and download their HTML documents. The process will be iterated until all the web pages within a crawling level are crawled. In this study, we set the crawling level to 5, which means that the GeoWeb Crawler can find all the targeted resource within five link-hops from the seed pages. By "link-hop" we mean linking from one web page to another web page. This crawling level is set according to our preferred testing crawling time with our available machines. However, the crawler could find more resources with more link-hops, and the proposed solution certainly can be scaled out to crawl a larger coverage with more machines and Internet bandwidth. Since we only crawled five levels from the seeds, when the crawler reaches the fifth level, the crawler will stop the crawling process. While the five link-hops was set only because of the hardware limitation, the flowchart was to delineate the complete crawling process, which should contain a loop to continuously crawl new web pages. As our goal is to discover geospatial resources that follow OGC service standards or specific data formats, we can design different search keywords, such as "OGC SOS", "web map service", "WFS", and "KML download", to enrich our crawling seeds. In addition, by utilizing the power of existing web search engine, the GeoWeb Crawler can easily extend its search resource targets by simply defining the identification mechanisms and search keywords. In this study, for each keyword search, we used the URLs in the top 10 Google search pages as our crawling seeds. Figure 4 is the high-level architecture of the GeoWeb Crawler. After retrieving the crawling seeds, the GeoWeb Crawler first sends HTTP GET requests to download HTML documents from the seed web pages. While many hyperlinks are presented in the HTML anchor elements <a>, the crawler extracts the URLs from the attribute "href" in the anchor elements. Then the crawler filters the URLs through some simple constraints, for instance, remove the URLs that end with ".doc", ".pdf", ".ppt", etc. However, URLs may be presented as plain texts on web pages. In order to discover these URLs, we use regular expression string matching (discussed in Section 4.2). Finally, all the valid URLs will be identified if they belong to targeted catalog services, which is the OGC CSW in this research. If true, the crawler will link to the catalog services to find geospatial resources and save the resources into the database. Otherwise, the crawler will examine if URLs belong to targeted geospatial resources according to the identification mechanisms (discussed in Section 4.3). For those URLs that do not belong to any geospatial resource, we will link to the URLs and download their HTML documents. The process will be iterated until all the web pages within a crawling level are crawled. In this study, we set the crawling level to 5, which means that the GeoWeb Crawler can find all the targeted resource within five link-hops from the seed pages. By "link-hop" we mean linking from one web page to another web page. This crawling level is set according to our preferred testing crawling time with our available machines. However, the crawler could find more resources with more link-hops, and the proposed solution certainly can be scaled out to crawl a larger coverage with more machines and Internet bandwidth. Since we only crawled five levels from the seeds, when the crawler reaches the fifth level, the crawler will stop the crawling process. While the five link-hops was set only because of the hardware limitation, the flowchart was to delineate the complete crawling process, which should contain a loop to continuously crawl new web pages. The above workflow is for crawling the resources following open-standards. In terms of the nonopen-standard resources, the GeoWeb Crawler needs to customize crawlers to a certain degree, which largely depends on each resource. For example, to crawl the resources from the data.gov, we directly set the crawling seeds by keyword-searching in the data.gov. While for the NSPO Archive The above workflow is for crawling the resources following open-standards. In terms of the non-open-standard resources, the GeoWeb Crawler needs to customize crawlers to a certain degree, which largely depends on each resource. For example, to crawl the resources from the data.gov, we directly set the crawling seeds by keyword-searching in the data.gov. While for the NSPO Archive Image Query System (http://fsimage.narlabs.org.tw/AIQS/imageSearchE), since the system was designed to be used by humans, which is not crawler-friendly, we used the Application Programming Interface (API) of the data service behind the system to create a customized connector and retrieve FORMOSAT-2 satellite image metadata periodically.
Discovering Plain-Text URLs with Regular Expressions
As we mentioned earlier, some URLs are not shown in the HTML hyperlink form, but are shown as plain texts, especially for the geospatial resources that can only be accessed via specific communication protocols, such as the OWS. Therefore, we need to parse the plain texts in web pages to retrieve potential URLs.
In order to discover any potential URLs, we apply the regular expression [31] . Since we want to find plain-text URLs on web pages, we design the following regular expression pattern "z b(https?)://[-a-zA-Z0-9+&@#/%?=~_|!:,.;]*[-a-zA-Z0-9+&@#/%=~_|]", which is able to discover URLs starts with "http" or "https" in an HTML document.
Identification Mechanisms for Different Geospatial Resources
With standards, data or services can be interoperable with anyone following the same standard. While geospatial resources have a large variety in terms of data models, communication protocols, and file formats, we need to design different identification mechanisms according to different standards. According to the search targets specified in Table 2 , here we discuss the proposed identification mechanisms as follows.
While OGC has defined many open standards for geospatial resources, we choose some of them as the search targets. We first discuss the OGC web services. Most of the OWSs support a mandatory operation called "GetCapabilities" for advertising the metadata and data content of these services. This design provides us an easy way to identify OWSs. By sending GetCapabilities request to every candidate URL, if the URL returns a valid response, the URL belongs to an OWS.
To send a GetCapabilities request, the HTTP GET with the KVP encoding is used during the identification. There are some common parameters in the GetCapabilities operation that could be useful for identifying resources, including "service" that can be used to identify the type of OWS, "request" to specify the GetCapabilities operation. An example of a GetCapabilities request for a WMS is: http://hostname:port/path?service=WMS&request=GetCapabilities.
To identify other types of OWS, we can simply replace the value of the "service" parameter. In general, for every candidate URL, GeoWeb Crawler appends the necessary query options to send the GetCapabilities request. If the URL is an OWS, the crawler will receive a valid Capabilities document from the service. Therefore, we need to design rules to further identify if a response is a valid Capabilities document for the targeted resource.
While Capabilities documents are in the XML format, the document shall contain a specific element name (e.g., "Capabilities") if the URL is an OWS. However, different versions of different types of OWSs may have different element names. In this case, we need to define rules to verify the Capabilities documents for different OWS and different versions: ‚ OGC WMS: According to the WMS specification [32, 33] , the Capabilities document shall contain a root element named "WMT_MS_Capabilities" or "WMS_Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 and 1.3.0 of WMS, respectively. ‚ OGC SOS: According to the SOS specification [34, 35] , the Capabilities document shall contain a root element named "Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 and 2.0 of SOS.
‚ OGC WFS: According to the WFS specification [36, 37] , the Capabilities document shall contain a root element named "WFS_Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 and 2.0 of WFS. ‚ OGC WCS: According to the WCS specification [38] [39] [40] , the Capabilities document shall contain a root element named "WCS_Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 and "Capabilities" for the version 1.1 and 2.0 of WCS. ‚ OGC WMTS: According to the WMTS specification [41] , the Capabilities document shall contain a root element named "Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 of WMTS. ‚ OGC WPS: According to the WPS specification [42] , the Capabilities document shall contain a root element named "Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 and 2.0 of WPS.
In addition, regarding geospatial data files such as the KML and ESRI Shapefile, since these files usually exist as download links on web pages, the identification rules are different from the rules for web services:
Since KML is a data format, the file extensions would be ".kml" or ".kmz" (i.e., zipped .kml file). So if a URL string ends with ".kml" or ".kmz", we regard it as a KML file.
‚ ESRI Shapefile: According to the ESRI Shapefile standard [43] , a single Shapefile should at least contain a main file (i.e., including ".shp"), an index file (i.e., ".shx") and a database file (i.e., ".dbf"). Therefore, Shapefiles are often compressed as ZIP files when sharing on web pages. The only way to identify if a ZIP file contains a Shapefile is by downloading and extracting the compressed file. Then if the extracted files/folders contain ".shp" files, the URL is regarded as a Shapefile resource. Due to our hardware limitation, we only download and examine the ZIP files that are smaller than 10 megabytes to prove the concept.
Furthermore, for catalog services, as the OGC CSW is also an OWS, CSW can be identified by sending GetCapabilities request.
‚
OGC CSW: According to the CSW specification [44], the XML document shall contain a root element named "Capabilities" for the version 1.0.0 and 2.0 of CSW.
As CSW serves as a catalog service hosting the indexes of geospatial resources, we can only retrieve the resources by following the communication protocols of CSW. In this case, the GeoWeb Crawler uses the "GetRecords" operation to retrieve the resources hidden in the catalog service. Besides the CSW, the proposed GeoWeb Crawler can also crawl the geospatial resources in non-open-standard catalogs. However, as most of the non-open-standard catalogs are not crawler-friendly, data.gov is the one that is crawlable. We assign keywords of different resources to search in the data.gov. Then we obtained a list of candidate web pages as the crawling seeds to initiate the crawling process.
Finally, the resource crawling of the NSPO Archive Image Query System (http://fsimage.narlabs. org.tw/AIQS/imageSearchE) is different from other sources. As the system is not crawler-friendly, we construct a customized connector according to its backend data service interface to periodically retrieve metadata of new FORMOSAT-2 satellite images. In general, by linking to the Deep Web, we can discover the hidden resources to provide a more comprehensive geospatial resources index.
Distributed Crawling Process for Scalability
To improve the performance of GeoWeb Crawler, we apply the MapReduce concept [17] to execute the crawling process in parallel. The MapReduce concept was proposed by Google to address scalability issues such as calculating indexes in the Google search engine. In general, MapReduce is a processing framework containing two phases, i.e., the map phase and the reduce phase. In the map phase, input data are split into several independent parts. All the parts can be processed in parallel and produce partial results. In reduce phase, all the partial results produced in the map phase are merged as the final output. MapReduce processes can be executed consecutively to iterate the process until all the tasks are finished.
In general, we design the GeoWeb Crawler with the MapReduce concept. As shown in Figure 5 , one machine is assigned as the master and connects to a number of worker machines. Each worker sends a request to the master to retrieve candidate URLs as tasks. Workers then identify if those URLs belong to geospatial resources with the rules presented in Section 4.3. If a URL is not a geospatial resource, the worker will retrieve and parse the HTML file for new URLs. Identified geospatial resources and new URLs are then returned to the master. The master will store geospatial resources to a database and assign new tasks (i.e., URLs) to workers. As the crawling processes are independent, each worker can perform in parallel. With the designed processing workflow, the GeoWeb Crawler can be scaled horizontally to enhance the performance. and assign new tasks (i.e., URLs) to workers. As the crawling processes are independent, each worker can perform in parallel. With the designed processing workflow, the GeoWeb Crawler can be scaled horizontally to enhance the performance. 
Filtering Redundant URLs
During the crawling process, a lot of redundant URLs would be found. For example, by using "OGC SOS" as the search keyword, the GeoWeb Crawler totally crawled 9,911,218 URLs within fvie link-hops from the seed pages. However, 7,813,921 of them are redundant URLs. In other words, only 2,097,297 URLs are unique. This huge number of redundancy would seriously affect the crawling performance as the same URLs could be crawled repeatedly. However, recording all the URLs to determine whether they had been crawled or not would be inefficient.
Therefore, in order to deal with this problem, we apply the Bloom filter [29] to identify redundant URLs. The concept of Bloom filter is to transfer string into a binary array, which can keep storage small. As shown in Figure 6 , first create an m (size of BitSet) BitSet, and set all bits to 0. Then choose k different hash functions for managing n (number of URL strings) strings. A hash function is any function that can be used to map digital data of arbitrary size to digital data of fixed size, which is called hash values. In this case, we would derive k integers from k hash functions ranging from 0 to m − 1.
In this study, we transform all characters in a URL string into ASCII codes (integer), then our hash function calculates hash values based on these ASCII codes. Hence, each URL string corresponds to a set of bits determined by hash values. Then set these bits from 0 to 1, as shown in Figure 6 . According to the BitSet, we can determine whether two URLs are the same or not. If there is any bit corresponding to a URL is not set to 1, we can conclude that the URL has not been crawled. Otherwise, the URL would be regarded as redundancy.
However, false positive matches are possible, but false negatives are not. Since the size of BitSet is limited, the more elements that are added to the set, the larger the probability of false positives. There is a tradeoff between storage and matching accuracy. Thus, we need to set an appropriate value of m and k according to n. According to [45] , assume that kn < m, when all the n elements are mapped to m BitSet by k hash functions, the probability of one bit is still 0 (i.e., p'), and the probability of false positive (i.e., f') is shown in Equations (1) and (2) . 
Therefore, in order to deal with this problem, we apply the Bloom filter [29] to identify redundant URLs. The concept of Bloom filter is to transfer string into a binary array, which can keep storage small. As shown in Figure 6 , first create an m (size of BitSet) BitSet, and set all bits to 0. Then choose k different hash functions for managing n (number of URL strings) strings. A hash function is any function that can be used to map digital data of arbitrary size to digital data of fixed size, which is called hash values. In this case, we would derive k integers from k hash functions ranging from 0 to m´1.
However, false positive matches are possible, but false negatives are not. Since the size of BitSet is limited, the more elements that are added to the set, the larger the probability of false positives. There is a tradeoff between storage and matching accuracy. Thus, we need to set an appropriate value of m and k according to n. According to [45] , assume that kn < m, when all the n elements are mapped to m BitSet by k hash functions, the probability of one bit is still 0 (i.e., p'), and the probability of false positive (i.e., f') is shown in Equations (1) and (2) .
For example, if we set 10 hash functions, and the BitSet size is 20 times larger than the number of URLs, the probability of false positives would be 0.00889%. In other words, about nine errors would happen when handling 100,000 URLs. Even so, such matching quality is still acceptable in this study. In general, with the Bloom filter, we can remove redundant URLs with smaller storage footprint. 
Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the crawling result and evaluations in different perspectives. Firstly, Section 5.1 shows the latest number of resources discovered by GeoWeb Crawler. Secondly, we compare the numbers of geospatial resources between GeoWeb Crawler and other existing approaches. Thirdly, to better understand the crawling efficiency, we analyze the distribution of discovered resources based on different crawling levels (i.e., link-hops). Finally, since we apply the distributed computing concept to execute the crawling process in parallel, we evaluate the crawling performance by using different numbers of machines.
Geospatial Resources Crawling Results
In this paper, we design and implement a GeoWeb crawling framework, GeoWeb Crawler, to collect geospatial resources. While the GeoWeb Crawler is designed to be extensible, this paper targeted at various resources, and the crawling result is shown in Table 3 . Totally, we discovered 7351 geospatial services and 194,003 datasets within five hyperlink-hops from the seeds. Among these datasets, 1088 service and 77,874 datasets are derived from data.gov and NSPO service, which represent the non-open-standard data services and catalogs in this study.
As web services may have a large amount of geospatial data, we define the idea of the dataset for each service type and show the number of datasets in Table 3 . To be specific, for OWSs, we parse the Capabilities document and count the number of datasets.
Basically, we define that a map image is represented as the "Layer" in WMS, a vector dataset is the "FeatureType" in WFS, a raster dataset is the "CoverageSummary" or "CoverageOfferingBrief" in WCS, a map tile image is the "TileMatrix" in WMTS, geospatial processing is the "Process" in WPS, and sensor observation dataset is the "ObservationOffering" in SOS. Although these definitions may not be most appropriate (e.g., "ObservationOffering" as the number of datasets which actually consists of a group of observations), extracting the datasets information from the Capabilities documents prevents us from retrieving actual data from services. Since WMS is a well-known service in OGC, both the number of discovered WMS and the number of datasets are the highest among the OWSs. Regarding the average crawling time, the time mainly depends on the number of crawled URLs and For example, if we set 10 hash functions, and the BitSet size is 20 times larger than the number of URLs, the probability of false positives would be 0.00889%. In other words, about nine errors would happen when handling 100,000 URLs. Even so, such matching quality is still acceptable in this study. In general, with the Bloom filter, we can remove redundant URLs with smaller storage footprint.
Results and Discussion
Geospatial Resources Crawling Results
Basically, we define that a map image is represented as the "Layer" in WMS, a vector dataset is the "FeatureType" in WFS, a raster dataset is the "CoverageSummary" or "CoverageOfferingBrief" in WCS, a map tile image is the "TileMatrix" in WMTS, geospatial processing is the "Process" in WPS, and sensor observation dataset is the "ObservationOffering" in SOS. Although these definitions may not be most appropriate (e.g., "ObservationOffering" as the number of datasets which actually consists of a group of observations), extracting the datasets information from the Capabilities documents prevents us from retrieving actual data from services. Since WMS is a well-known service in OGC, both the number of discovered WMS and the number of datasets are the highest among the OWSs. Regarding the average crawling time, the time mainly depends on the number of crawled URLs and the Internet connection between client and server. As the identifications for files are relatively simple, the crawling time for KML and Shapefile are much lower than that for GeoWeb services. 
Comparison between GeoWeb Crawler and Existing Approaches
There are some existing catalog services that provide geospatial resources. As mentioned in the Introduction, data providers need to register their resources to catalog service to share the resources. However, there is no incentive for providers to register their resources into every catalog. This problem causes that different catalogs provide different resources, and none of them is comprehensive. To address this issue, we use the concept of the web crawler to discover various geospatial resources. Moreover, data providers do not need to register resources as long as they publish resources following standards and share it on the Surface Web.
In general, Figure 7 shows the datasets comparison between GeoWeb Crawler and existing solutions, where the 76,065 satellite images found in the NSPO service is not included in the figure as none of the compared approaches provide this resource. As expected, the number of datasets and the variety of resources that GeoWeb Crawler provides is much higher than that of other approaches. Especially, one thing to note is that the datasets of other compared solutions could be over-estimated. For example, when we search for "WMS" in GEOSS using the keyword "WMS", we directly use the number of total results while not every candidate is WMS, as shown in Figure 8 . the Internet connection between client and server. As the identifications for files are relatively simple, the crawling time for KML and Shapefile are much lower than that for GeoWeb services. 
There are some existing catalog services that provide geospatial resources. As mentioned in the Introduction, data providers need to register their resources to catalog service to share the resources. However, there is no incentive for providers to register their resources into every catalog. This problem causes that different catalogs provide different resources, and none of them is comprehensive. To address this issue, we use the concept of the web crawler to discover various geospatial resources. Moreover, data providers do not need to register resources as long as they publish resources following standards and share it on the Surface Web. In general, Figure 7 shows the datasets comparison between GeoWeb Crawler and existing solutions, where the 76,065 satellite images found in the NSPO service is not included in the figure as none of the compared approaches provide this resource. As expected, the number of datasets and the variety of resources that GeoWeb Crawler provides is much higher than that of other approaches. In addition, there are existing approaches crawling OWS, such as PolarHub [21] in 2014, Sample et al. [23] in 2006, Li and Yang [25] in 2010, and Lopez-Pellicer et al. [26] in 2010. In Figure 9 , we compare the numbers of OWS between these works and the GeoWeb Crawler. We can see that the GeoWeb Crawler can collect more types of OWS resources than other work did. With the large-scale crawling framework, GeoWeb Crawler can discover significantly more OWSs than other approaches. Overall, the GeoWeb Crawler collects 3.8 to 47.5 times more resources (including the satellite images) than any existing geospatial resource discovery solution. 
Crawling Level Distribution of Discovered Resources
Since the proposed web crawler cannot crawl the whole WWW because of the limited hardware resource, we design GeoWeb Crawler to be based on the Google search engine. With the indexing and ranking mechanisms of Google, Google search engine can provide us candidates that have a high possibility of containing the geospatial resources with keyword searches. In this case, the GeoWeb Crawler could find geospatial resources within fewer link-hops. Currently, we set the crawling level to 5; that is, the crawling scope is all the URLs within fvie link-hops from the Google search result In addition, there are existing approaches crawling OWS, such as PolarHub [21] in 2014, Sample et al. [23] in 2006, Li and Yang [25] in 2010, and Lopez-Pellicer et al. [26] in 2010. In Figure 9 , we compare the numbers of OWS between these works and the GeoWeb Crawler. We can see that the GeoWeb Crawler can collect more types of OWS resources than other work did. With the large-scale crawling framework, GeoWeb Crawler can discover significantly more OWSs than other approaches. Overall, the GeoWeb Crawler collects 3.8 to 47.5 times more resources (including the satellite images) than any existing geospatial resource discovery solution. In addition, there are existing approaches crawling OWS, such as PolarHub [21] in 2014, Sample et al. [23] in 2006, Li and Yang [25] in 2010, and Lopez-Pellicer et al. [26] in 2010. In Figure 9 , we compare the numbers of OWS between these works and the GeoWeb Crawler. We can see that the GeoWeb Crawler can collect more types of OWS resources than other work did. With the large-scale crawling framework, GeoWeb Crawler can discover significantly more OWSs than other approaches. Overall, the GeoWeb Crawler collects 3.8 to 47.5 times more resources (including the satellite images) than any existing geospatial resource discovery solution. 
Since the proposed web crawler cannot crawl the whole WWW because of the limited hardware resource, we design GeoWeb Crawler to be based on the Google search engine. With the indexing and ranking mechanisms of Google, Google search engine can provide us candidates that have a high possibility of containing the geospatial resources with keyword searches. In this case, the GeoWeb Crawler could find geospatial resources within fewer link-hops. Currently, we set the crawling level to 5; that is, the crawling scope is all the URLs within fvie link-hops from the Google search result 
Since the proposed web crawler cannot crawl the whole WWW because of the limited hardware resource, we design GeoWeb Crawler to be based on the Google search engine. With the indexing and ranking mechanisms of Google, Google search engine can provide us candidates that have a high possibility of containing the geospatial resources with keyword searches. In this case, the GeoWeb Crawler could find geospatial resources within fewer link-hops. Currently, we set the crawling level to 5; that is, the crawling scope is all the URLs within fvie link-hops from the Google search result pages. In this study, we adopted breath-first visiting strategy to crawl every complete level one by one.
To understand the distribution of geospatial resources, we display the numbers of discovered resources (services and files) in each crawling level in Figure 10 . The figure indicates that more resources can be found with larger crawling level for most of the resources. However, in Figure 11 , we show the discovery ratio of each resource in each crawling level, which is the number of discovered resources divided by the total number of URLs in each crawling level. While the discovery ratio represents the necessary effort of crawling, we can see that the trends of discovery ratio are decreasing along the crawling levels because of the rapid growth of URL numbers.
we show the discovery ratio of each resource in each crawling level, which is the number of discovered resources divided by the total number of URLs in each crawling level. While the discovery ratio represents the necessary effort of crawling, we can see that the trends of discovery ratio are decreasing along the crawling levels because of the rapid growth of URL numbers.
In general, these two figures first indicate that Google search engine could provide fairly good seeds so that we can discover resources with small crawling levels. With the more levels we crawl, the more resources we could discover. However, the discovery ratios also significantly decrease with larger crawling level, which indicates more unnecessary effort spent. Furthermore, in terms of the strange trend behavior of crawling Shapefiles, we believe the reason is that we only examine the ZIP files that are smaller than 10 megabytes to prove the concept, which unavoidably affects the trend behavior. For the peak of KML in level 2, there is a website that provides a tremendous number of KMZ files. Basically, due to the rapid growth of URL numbers along with the crawling level, the number of discovered resources increases correspondingly. 
Crawling Latency Comparison between Standalone and Parallel Processing
In this study, we apply the distributed computing concept to improve the web crawler performance and make the crawling framework scalable. By scalable, we mean that the crawling performance can be improved by simply increasing the number of computers. While the main bottleneck is not on the computation resource but the Internet connection, we argue that the machine specification and machine heterogeneity do not have large influence on the crawling performance. To evaluate the performance of the parallel processing, Figure 12 shows the crawling latencies of using a single machine (i.e., standalone), four machines, and eight machines as workers in the proposed crawling framework. We chose to crawl KML files in this evaluation because the identification procedure is the easiest, which can shorten the latency. The crawling of other resources would take much more time (e.g., more than one week) for the standalone setting. As shown in Figure 12 , even for crawling KML file, the crawling process still requires about one and half days for the standalone setting. However, with the increasing number of workers, the crawling latency can be significantly reduced. This evaluation indicates that the crawling performance is scalable and could be applied to crawl a larger coverage of the Web to discover a comprehensive GeoWeb resource index. In general, these two figures first indicate that Google search engine could provide fairly good seeds so that we can discover resources with small crawling levels. With the more levels we crawl, the more resources we could discover. However, the discovery ratios also significantly decrease with larger crawling level, which indicates more unnecessary effort spent. Furthermore, in terms of the strange trend behavior of crawling Shapefiles, we believe the reason is that we only examine the ZIP files that are smaller than 10 megabytes to prove the concept, which unavoidably affects the trend behavior. For the peak of KML in level 2, there is a website that provides a tremendous number of KMZ files. Basically, due to the rapid growth of URL numbers along with the crawling level, the number of discovered resources increases correspondingly.
In this study, we apply the distributed computing concept to improve the web crawler performance and make the crawling framework scalable. By scalable, we mean that the crawling performance can be improved by simply increasing the number of computers. While the main bottleneck is not on the computation resource but the Internet connection, we argue that the machine specification and machine heterogeneity do not have large influence on the crawling performance. To evaluate the performance of the parallel processing, Figure 12 shows the crawling latencies of using a single machine (i.e., standalone), four machines, and eight machines as workers in the proposed crawling framework. We chose to crawl KML files in this evaluation because the identification procedure is the easiest, which can shorten the latency. The crawling of other resources would take much more time (e.g., more than one week) for the standalone setting. As shown in Figure 12 , even for crawling KML file, the crawling process still requires about one and half days for the standalone setting. However, with the increasing number of workers, the crawling latency can be significantly reduced. This evaluation indicates that the crawling performance is scalable and could be applied to crawl a larger coverage of the Web to discover a comprehensive GeoWeb resource index. 
GeoHub-A GeoWeb Search Engine Prototype
As the WWW has Web search engines addressing web resource discovery issues, we envision that the GeoWeb also requires GeoWeb search engines for users to efficiently find GeoWeb resources. In this section, we demonstrate the prototype of the proposed GeoWeb search engine, GeoHub, which currently allows users to search for OWSs. With the GeoHub user interface, as shown in Figure 13 , users can use the keyword search to find the OWSs of their interests. In order to achieve keyword search, the GeoWeb search engine needs a database to manage the metadata that are used as the information for the query operation. 
As the WWW has Web search engines addressing web resource discovery issues, we envision that the GeoWeb also requires GeoWeb search engines for users to efficiently find GeoWeb resources. In this section, we demonstrate the prototype of the proposed GeoWeb search engine, GeoHub, which currently allows users to search for OWSs. With the GeoHub user interface, as shown in Figure 13 , users can use the keyword search to find the OWSs of their interests. In order to achieve keyword search, the GeoWeb search engine needs a database to manage the metadata that are used as the information for the query operation.
After identifying GeoWeb resources, we store the necessary information into a database. While a search engine could use the various information to rank search results, this prototype simply matches user queries with the following information: the resource URL, resource type, keyword used in Google search engine, content (e.g., Capabilities document), and the source web page. Capabilities documents provide metadata about the OWS. An example of WMS capabilities document is shown in Figure 14 . Currently, we also extract specific information from the Capabilities documents, such as service name, title, abstract, keywords, content metadata, etc., and then store them into a database. Hence, whenever users' search keywords exist in the extracted information, the corresponding services will be returned to users (Figure 15 ). After identifying GeoWeb resources, we store the necessary information into a database. While a search engine could use the various information to rank search results, this prototype simply matches user queries with the following information: the resource URL, resource type, keyword used in Google search engine, content (e.g., Capabilities document), and the source web page. Capabilities documents provide metadata about the OWS. An example of WMS capabilities document is shown in Figure 14 . Currently, we also extract specific information from the Capabilities documents, such as service name, title, abstract, keywords, content metadata, etc., and then store them into a database. After identifying GeoWeb resources, we store the necessary information into a database. While a search engine could use the various information to rank search results, this prototype simply matches user queries with the following information: the resource URL, resource type, keyword used in Google search engine, content (e.g., Capabilities document), and the source web page. Capabilities documents provide metadata about the OWS. An example of WMS capabilities document is shown in Figure 14 . Currently, we also extract specific information from the Capabilities documents, such as service name, title, abstract, keywords, content metadata, etc., and then store them into a database. Hence, whenever users' search keywords exist in the extracted information, the corresponding services will be returned to users (Figure 15 ). 
Conclusions and Future Work
By using the Web as a platform, the GeoWeb is continuously collecting a tremendous amount of geospatial data. This big geospatial data phenomenon causes difficulties when searching for specific data from such big volume of data with frequent updates and large variety. In order to address this geospatial data discovery issue, our ultimate goal is to build a GeoWeb search engine similar to the existing web search engines. For realizing such GeoWeb search engine, the first step is to discover and index every geospatial data resources on the Web. Thus, in this paper, we design and develop a GeoWeb crawling framework called GeoWeb Crawler. According to different geospatial resource standards, the GeoWeb Crawler can apply different identification mechanisms to discover resources on the Surface Web. For resources on the Deep Web such as OGC CSW and portals/SDIs, the GeoWeb Crawler can support connectors to retrieve the resources. In addition, to improve the performance of web crawlers, we apply the Bloom filter to remove redundant URLs and the distributed computing concept to execute the crawling process in parallel.
According to the experiment result, our proposed approach is able to discover various types of online geospatial resources. Comparing with existing solutions, GeoWeb Crawler can provide comprehensive resources in terms of both variety and amount. Furthermore, instead of requiring data providers to register their data, GeoWeb Crawler can discover resources proactively as long as providers follow standards and share resource links on the Web.
To sum up, as WWW search engines significantly improve the efficiency of web resource discovery, the proposed crawling framework has the potential to become the base of a GeoWeb search engine. GeoWeb search engines could be the next generation of geospatial data discovery framework that can promote the visibility and usage of geospatial resources to various fields and achieve comprehensive data science analysis. 
To sum up, as WWW search engines significantly improve the efficiency of web resource discovery, the proposed crawling framework has the potential to become the base of a GeoWeb search engine. GeoWeb search engines could be the next generation of geospatial data discovery framework that can promote the visibility and usage of geospatial resources to various fields and achieve comprehensive data science analysis.
In terms of other future directions, to provide a complete GeoWeb index, we will extend the crawlers to identify other geospatial resource types such as GeoTiff and GeoJSON. We will also seek the opportunity to expand our infrastructure to crawl into the deeper and wider Web.
